
Solicitation #: 23240-120758/F   RFRE Amendment 006 

This RFRE amendment 006 is raised to: 

 Answer the questions below; and 

 Amend the RFRE Document. 

 

Q27.  Question 

Will the GOCO/SOC operational responsibility extend beyond Chalk River and Whiteshell to the Port 

Hope Area Initiative (PHAI) program.  

See page 60 of 180, this section below:  

“3.1.6.3. The SOC, as a wholly‐owned subsidiary of the Contractor, will be responsible for the day‐to‐day 

operations and management of the Nuclear Laboratories (including all sites) and for planning, delivery 

and execution of the work in accordance with the terms of the SOC Agreement. It will employ the main 

workforce and hold the regulatory licenses.” 

Is “Including all sites” as stated above to be interpreted to mean the PHAI oversight, as AECL currently is 

the license holder and manager?  

Here is the PHAI web site and reference to AECL’s responsibility…….. http://www.phai.ca/ 

The PHAI Management Office is composed of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) as the lead 

agency.  

A27.  Answer 

The information requested will be made available to Qualified Respondents through the draft RFP 

documentation that will be provided.  This issue may be further explored during the detailed 

consultations with Qualified Respondents. 

 

Q28. Question 

Which countries are acceptable to Canada as described in RFRE clause 6.2.3? 

A28. Answer 

For further clarity, the list of countries that meet the requirements of RFRE clause 6.2.3 are: Australia, 

Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United 

Kingdom, and the United States.  A list of countries meeting these requirements was provided to 

suppliers on June 20, 2013 at Industry Day on slide 96 in the presentation (Solicitation number 23240-



120758/C). https://buyandsell.gc.ca/procurement-data/tender-notice/PW-ZG-419-26063 .  As of 24 

October 2013, Denmark met the requirements of RFRE clause 6.2.3 and was added to this list. 

 

Amendment to RFRE Document as follows: 

At Part 3, Response Preparation Instructions, Section 3.1.3, insert the following: 

(f) submit Responses in containers/boxes that should not exceed 12 kg each.  Respondents may submit 

multiple containers/boxes.   

 

All other Terms and Conditions remain the same. 

https://buyandsell.gc.ca/procurement-data/tender-notice/PW-ZG-419-26063

